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Linking Art, Museums & Environment 
 Exploratory research practice:   
My research aims to explore our complex relationship with, and values towards, the natural 
environment. 
 
I have based my research at Aston’s Eyot in Oxford. Originally meadowland, the land was 
later used as a city rubbish dump. Thereafter abandoned as wasteland, a wilderness of 
vegetation has thrived to create the nature reserve it is today.   
 
Research methods included: 
 
•  Journal keeping  
•  Photography documenting the rapidly changing landscape 
•  Collecting and researching “archaeology of the everyday” through examining  objects 
that were deposited on the land while it was a dump and that have now been 
excavated by badgers. 
•  Experimenting within the limits of technology and art to explore natural plant  
structures. 
•  Participating in the nature reserve work 
•  Looking at site records including ecological surveys, bird and plant sightings  
 
The process of investigation has made me consider, both through observing my own 
behavior and that of others, the human temptation to regulate the unregulated, make order 
out of disorder, to collect things, and to “garden the wild”.  
 
Although this research is site specific, Aston’s Eyot could be seen as a microcosm of a 
world facing myriad ecological challenges. Key findings ultimately seek to open up dialogue 
about our awareness and understanding of the environment. 
 
Art Practice 
 
I am interested in how artists can 
work collaboratively with museums to 
engage public interest on issues 
relating to the natural environment.  
 
Recurrent themes and influences 
include: conservation, preservation, 
landscape heritage, botany, 
museums and natural history. 
Research and field visits that inform 
my work may later lead to 
multidisciplinary outcomes in 
ceramics, metalwork, printmaking 
and textiles. 
 
My recent work imagines what 
exhibits might feature in a natural 
history museum of the future, 
responding to ideas about 
environmental change and what 
measures we may take to preserve 
our natural heritage. 
  
I find it fascinating to uncover 
forgotten histories and landscapes in 
my local area to discover there is far 
more to a place than meets the eye. 
Whilst my work explores ongoing 
conversations concerning the 
environment, contradictions and 
uncomfortable questions included, it 
also seeks to celebrate the 
uncomplicated beauty and value of 
nature. 
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